
Fazer first in the world to introduce insect bread to grocery stores
One of the most spoken-about food revolutions is here. Fazer will be the first in the world to introduce insect bread to grocery
stores. The novelty is called Fazer Sirkkaleipä (Fazer Cricket Bread). The first hand-baked cricket breads will become available
in eleven Fazer in-store bakeries in Finland on Friday 24 November.

Insect food is a significant global phenomenon that is about to land in Finland, too. Since last summer, Fazer has been developing insect
bread to be included in the assortment of its in-store bakeries. The ban on selling insects as food was unexpectedly released in Finland on 1
November 2017.

Markus Hellström, Managing Director of Fazer Bakery Finland, is thrilled about this: “We wanted to be in the forefront of food revolution. We
want to boost growth in the bread category with hand-made artisanal bread, also in the future. In the Fazer in-store bakeries, we can easily
bake and test different kinds of novelties. The first-in-the-world Fazer Cricket Bread is a great example of this.”    

Innovative bakery develops solutions for the future

Fazer Bakery is an innovative actor that constantly revamps its bread category by introducing new kinds of grain and plant based taste
sensations to consumers.

“According to the “Suuri leipätutkimus*” survey on bread conducted in Finland, good taste, freshness and domestic origin are the main criteria
for bread. Finns are known to be willing to try new things, and the Fazer Cricket Bread is an easy way to get a feel of food of the future. Also
retail immediately announced they would include it in their assortment,” Markus Hellström goes on to say.

Currently, there is not enough cricket flour available for nation-wide sales, so the novelty will be brought to the market in stages. The aim is
that Fazer Cricket Bread would be available in all 47 Fazer in-store bakeries in Finland in the next wave.

Fazer in-store bakeries bake bread by hand from the very beginning

Fazer in-store bakeries have a unique assortment. Dough is made on the spot from flour that comes from Fazer’s own mill, and the dough is
left to rest for a long time. The scent of fresh bread tempts more and more Finns, since the number of in-store bakeries is significantly
growing.

Markus Hellström says: “We can see signs of a ʻbread renaissanceʼ, a new coming of bread. Finnish consumers value hand-made bread. We
have 300 professionals in our in-store bakeries who bake bread by hand from the very beginning.”

One novelty bread contains 70 house crickets

The crickets contained in cricket bread are dried and ground into powder that is added to flour. One Fazer Cricket Bread contains 70 house
crickets. Crickets are light; they compose three per cent of the weight of the bread.

Juhani Sibakov, Director, Innovation of Fazer Bakery Finland says: “The leading star in our bakery products is always excellent taste. We
made a crunchy dough to enhance taste and increase mouthfeel. The result is delicious and nutritious. Cricket bread is a good source of
protein. Insects also contain good fatty acids, calcium, iron and vitamin B12.”

According to Juhani Sibakov, everything points in the direction that, in the future, insects will be an important ingredient in food also in the
western world.

“Mankind needs new and sustainable sources of nutrition. According to research, of all the Nordic countries, Finns have the most positive
attitudes towards insects**. We are looking forward to seeing how our novelty bread is received”, Juhani Sibakov goes on to say.

The Fazer Cricket Bread is one of Fazer Bakery’s future products where flour is replaced with nutritious raw materials. The same philosophy
applies to Fazer Root Vegetable Bread and Fazer Seed Bread, where one third of the flour was replaced by vegetables and seeds.

The first batch of Fazer Cricket Bread for sale on Friday 24 November

Freshly baked Fazer Cricket Bread can be bought in eleven Fazer in-shop bakeries in Finland on Friday 24 November.

HOK Prisma shops
1                    Prisma Jumbo, Vantaa
2                    Prisma Viikki, Helsinki
3                    Prisma Kaari Kannelmäki, Hki
4                    Prisma Sello, Espoo
5                    Prisma Iso Omena, Espoo
 

Varuboden
6                    Prisma Kirkkonummi

K shops in the Helsinki area

7                    KCM Myyrmäki, Vantaa
8                    KCM Sello, Espoo
9                    KCM Iso Omena, Espoo
10                  KCM Easton, Helsinki
11        KSM Kamppi, Helsinki

**Source: Suuri Leipätutkimus 2017, Rednote

**Source: Food & Health Nordic report 2017, YouGov®



#tulevaisuudenleipä #suomalaistahyvää #sirkkaleipä

Additional information:

Managing Director Markus Hellström, Fazer Bakery Finland, markus.hellstrom@fazer.com , tel.: +358 40 732 0057

Director, Innovation Juhani Sibakov, Fazer Bakery Finland, juhani.sibakov@fazer.com, tel.: +358 40 5363428

Senior Specialist, Communications Taina Lampela-Helin, Fazer Group,
taina.lampela-helin@fazer.com, tel.: +358 40 668 4600
 

Fazer’s media phone line is open on weekdays at 8-16, tel.: +358 40 6682 998

Printable pictures of Fazer Cricket Bread and Fazer in-store bakeries: 
www.fazergroup.com/pictures ”Media_Press”

Fazer Group

Fazer is an international family-owned company offering quality bakery, confectionery, biscuit and grain products as well as food and café
services. Fazer operates in eight countries and exports to around 40 countries. Fazer’s mission is Food with a purpose. Fazer’s success, ever
since its establishment in 1891, has been based on the best product and service quality, beloved brands, the passion of its skilful people and
the Group’s responsible ways of working. In 2016, Fazer Group had net sales of 1.6 billion euros and nearly 15,000 employees. Fazer’s
operations comply with ethical principles that are based on the Group’s values and the UN Global Compact.

Makes the world taste good


